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Abstract

A tunnel bamei in adegeneiate electron gas was recently discoveied äs a source of entangled electron-
hole pairs Ilere we investigate the loss of eritanglement by dephasing We calculate both the maximal
violation £m-ix of the Bell inequahty and the degree of entanglement (concunence) C If the imtially
maxirnally entangled electron-hole pair is in a Bell state, then the Bell inequahty is violated for arbitrary
strong dephasing The same relation fm-vx = 2\/l + C2 then holds äs m the absence of dephasing
More generally, for a maximally entangled superposition of Bell states, the Bell inequahty is satisfied
foi a fimte dephasing strength and the entanglement vamshes for somewhat stionger (but still finite)
dephasing strength There is then no one-to-one lelation between £max and C
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1. Introduction

The pioduction and detection of entangled paiticles is the essence of quantum infoimationpiocessmg [1]
In optics, this is well-established with polanzation-entangled photon paus, but in the solid state it lemains
an expeiimental challenge Theie exist seveial theoietical pioposals foi the pioduction and detection of
entangled elections [2, 3] These theoietical woiks addiess mainly puie states The puipose of this aiticle is
to investigate what happens if the state is mixed Some aspects of this pioblem weie also considered in Refs
[4, 5, 6] We go a bit fuithei by compaiing violation of the Bell inequahty to the degiee of entanglement of
the mixed state

The Bell inequahty is a test foi the existence of nonclassical conelations in a state shaied by two spatially
sepaiated obseiveis [7] It is called an entanglement "witness", because violation of the mequality implies
that the state is quantum mechanically entangled — but not the othei way aiound [8] Moie piecisely
while all entangled puie states violate the Bell inequahty, theie exist mixed states which aie entangled
and neveitheless satisfy the inequahty [9] A mixed state can anse eithei because of the mteiaction with
an enviionment (piopei mixtuie) 01 because the detectoi does not diffeientiate among ceitain degiees of
fieedom of the entangled puie btate (impiopei mixtuie) Genencally, the loss of punty of a state ib asbociated
with a deciease m the degiee of entanglement (although thib is not necebsauly so)

Applications of thc&e geneial notions typically mvolve polanzation entangled photon paiib [10] The
tiaiibition fiom puie to mixed btateb, and the asbociated degiadation of entanglement, can be avoided quite
effectively m that context — even if the photonb mteiact btiongly with mattei degiees of fieedom Foi
a chamatic demon&tiation, see a lecent expenmeiit 11] and theoij [12] on plabmon-abbibted entanglement
tiansfei In essence, thib lobustnesb of photon entanglement ib a mamfestation of the fact that hneai opticb
is an excellent appioximation even if the medium in which the photonb piopagate ib stiongly scatteung and
absoibmg
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The entanglement scheine that we will analyze here, proposed in Ref. [6], involves the Landau level index
of an electron and hole quasiparticle. The scheine differs from earlier proposals in that the entanglement
is produced by a single-electron Hamiltonian, without requiring Coulomb interaction or the superconductor
pairing interaction. We consider one specific mechanism for the loss of purity, namely interaction with the
environment. We model this interaction phenomenologically by introducing phase factors in the scattering
matrix and subsequently averaging over these phases. A more microscopic treatment (for example along the
lines of a recent paper [13]) is not attempted here. The mixed state created by this averaging is a proper
mixture. An improper mixture would result from energy averaging. We assume that the applied voltage is
sufficiently small that we can neglect energy averaging. Experimentally, both energy and phase averaging
may play a role [14].

2. Description of the edge state entangler

In Fig. l we illustrate the method to produce and detect entangled edge states in the quantum Hall effect
[6]. The thick black lines indicate the boundaries of a two-dimeiisional electron gas. A streng perpendicular
magnetic field B ensures that the transport near the Fermi level Ep takes place in two edge channels,
extended along a pair of equipotentials (thin solid and dashed lines, with arrows that give the direction
of propagation). A split gate electrode (shaded rectangles at the center) divides the conductor into two
halves, coupled by tunneling through a narrow opening (dashed arrow, scattering matrix S"). If a voltage
V is applied between the two halves, then there is a narrow energy ränge 0 < ε < eV above Ep in which
the edge channels are predominantly filled in the left half (solid lines) and predominantly empty in the right
half (dashed lines).

- — 2

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the edge state entangler. Taken from Ref. [6].

Tunneling events introduce filled states in the right half [black dots, creation operator &](ε)] and empty

states in the left half [open circles, creation operator cj(e)]. These are quasiparticle excitations of the vacuum
state |0)ε, corresponding to empty states in the left half and filled states in the right half. To leading order
in the tunneling probability the wavefunction is given by

(1)

(2)

7 = Oyrayt , w - Ti 77f.

The matrix 7 is given in terms of a Pauli matrix,

0 l λ = _ / 0 -i
1 ο Ι -σι, σν- Ι Q

σ-r. — σζ =
l 0
0 -l

(3)

(4)
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and the leflection and ti ansmission matuces ? , i (Thebe aie 2 x 2 submatnceb of S ) The state |Φ) is
a bupei position of the vacuum state |0) and the entangled paiticle-hole state |Φ) Teims contaimng two
paiticles 01 two holes aie of highei oidei in the tunnelmg piobabihty and can be neglected We also assume
t hat the applied voltage is sufficiently small that the encigy dependence of the scatteung matnx need not
be taken into account

Dephasing is intioduced phenomenologically thiough landom phase stufte φτ (φτ) accumulated in channel
ι at the left (nght) of the tunnel bamei The leflection and ti ansmission matuceb tiansfoim äs

^ Ο λ / e^ 0

By aveiagmg ovei the phase shifts, with distubution Ρ ( φ ι , φ 2 , Ψ ι , ψ 2 ) , the puie state (1) is conveited into
a mixed state Piojecting out the vacuum contubution (which does not contubute to cuuent fluctuations),
we obtain foi this mixed btate the 4 x 4 density matux

wheie ( } denotes the aveiage ovei the phases The degiee of entanglement is quantified by the concuiience
C, given by [15]

{ / — / — / — / — Ί0, A/A! — v A2 — vA 3 — ·χ/λ4 > (7)

The A j ' s aie the eigenvalues of the matnx pioduct p (ay ®ay) p* (σν®σν), in the oidei AI > A2 > AS > A4
The concuiience langes fiom 0 (no entanglement) to l (maximal entanglement)

The entanglement of the paiticle-hole excitations is detected by the violation of the Bell-CHSH (Clausei-
Hoine-Shimony-Holt) inequahty [16, 17] This lequiies two gate electiodes to locally mix the edge channels
(scatteung matuces UL, U R) and two paus of contacts 1,2 to sepaiately measuie the cuuent fluctuations
Ö!L ι and <5/# , (i = l, 2) in each tiansmitted and leflected edge channel In the tunnelmg legime the Bell
inequahty can be foimulated m teims of the low-fiequency noise couelatoi [5]

/

oo _
dt6ILt(t)SIRj(0) (8)

-oo

At low tempeiatuies (kT -C eV) the couelatoi has the geneial expiession [18]

Cv(UL,UR)=-(e3V/h) (9)

We agam mtioduce the laiidom phase shifts into ? and t and aveiage the couelatoi The Bell-CHSH
paiametei is

S = \E(UL, UR) + E(U'L, UR) + E(UL, U'p) - E(U'L, U'R)\, (10)

wheie E(U, V) is lelated to the aveiage couelatoi s (Clo(U, V)) by

(Cn + C-21 + Ci2 + C-2i}

The state is entangled if £ > 2 foi bome bet of 2 χ 2 umtaiy matuces U^yUR,U'L,U'R If 8 = 2\/2 the
entanglement is maximal

3. Calculation of the mixed-state entanglement

We simplify the pioblem by assummg that the two tiansmibbion eigenvalues (eigenvalues of ίί^) aie
identical TI = T% = T In the absence of dephasing the election and hole then foi m a maximally entangled
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pair. The transmission matrix ίο = T1//2F and reflection matrix ΓΟ = (l — T)1/2!/' in this case are equal to
a scalar times a unitary matrix V, V. Any 2 x 2 unitary matrix Ω can be parameterized by

cosC sii^ We" 3 Ο λ
sm£ cos^ ) \ 0 e~^ ) ' l j

in terms of four real parameters α,β,θ,ξ. The angle £ governs the extent to which Ω mixes the degrees of
freedom (no mixing for ζ = Ο, π/2, complete mixing for ξ = π/4).

If we set Ω = ayV'ayV
T we obtain for the matrix 7 of Eq. (3) the parametrization

Ο \ / cose sine λ ( ειψι+^ Ο

In the same parametrization, the matrix rtf which appears in Eq. (9) takes the form

,-«/>i-»/3 0
(14)

with elö/ = DetF'. We have used the identity Vl/t = (Det V')(ayV'ayV
T)* to relate the parametrization

of r· i t to that of 7. Note that
(15)

independent of the phase shifts φι and ^j.
To average the phase factors we assume that the phase shifts at the left and the right of the tunnel

barrier are independent, so Ρ(φι,<ί>2,ψι,ψ2) = Ρι<(Φι,φ2)ΡΗ('Ψι,'Ψ'2)· The complex dephasing parameters
η L and η^ are defined by

ηΐ.= ίάφ1ίάφ2 PL (φ1,φ2)ε1^-^, ηΛ=ίά·φ1ίά·φ2Ρβ(·φ1,φ2')β^-^. (16)

The density matrix (6) of the mixed particle-hole state has, in the parametrization (13), the elements

cos2 ξ ή R cos ξ sin ξ —ή^ cos ξ sin ξ ή^ήκοο82 ξ
ή*κΚ03ξ5ίΐΐξ sin2 ξ -ήΙή*Η8ίη2ξ ήΐ cos ξ sin ξ

—ήι, cos ξ sin ξ — ήιήκ8^2 ζ sin2 ξ" — ̂ ßcos^sin^
s2? ^Lcos^sin^ —ή*κ^5ξ3ΐηξ cos2 ξ

We have defined f\L = rjLe 2la, r\R = ηκβ2ιί)'. The concurrence C, calculated from Eq. (7), has a complicated
expression. For \ηι\ = \ηκ Ξ η it simplifies to

( ι ι , Ϊ
C = max <^ 0, --(l - η2) + -^/16η2 + 2(1 - ?72)2(1 + cos4e) > · (18)

[ 2 4 J

Notice that C = η2 for £ = 0.
For the Bell inequality we first note that the ratio of correlators (11) can be written äs

E(UL, U R) = _ (TrUazULrtRazUptri). (19)

We parameterize

ULffzUL ~ nL· 3 σχ + ni.yVy + nL,zaz = nL · σ, (20)

UftffzUR = nR Ύσχ + nR^ay + nR.zaz = hR · σ, (21)

in terms of two unit vectors f i L , f i R . Substituting the parametrization (14), Eq. (19) takes the form

E(UL.UR] = . · ' - (22)V ' 2 V ^VL -nL.z ) \ -sin ξ cos^ ) \ T)RvR -nR>z J \ sin ξ cos^ ' ^ '
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where we have abbreviated v L = HL, χ + mL,y,
Comparing Eqs. (17) and (22), we see that

= KR τ + IHR y.

E(UL, U R) = Tr p (fiL · ff) ® (ήβ · σ). (23)

(The transpose appears because of t he transformation from electron to hole operatois at the left of t he
barrier.) This is an explicit demonstration that the noise correlatoi (11) measures the density matrix (6) of
the projected electron-hole state — without the vacuum contribution.

The maximal value £max of the Bell-CHSH parameter (10) for an arbitrary mixed state was analyzed in
Refs. [19, 20]. For a pure state with concurrence C one has simply £max = 2\/l + C2 [21]. Foi a mixed state
there is 110 one-to-one lelation between £max and C. Depending 011 the density matrix, £max can take on
values between 2C\/2 and 2 τ/l + C2. The general formula

= 2 \ (24)

for the dependence of £max on p involves the two largest eigenvalues ui, 11% of the real Symmetrie 3 x 3 matrix
RTR constructed fiom R^i = Ti pak €5 σ/ . Foi our density matiix (17) we find from Eq. (24) a simple
expiession if \η^ — \T)R = η. It reads

(25)

4. Discussion

The result £max = 2(1 + T/ 4) 1/ 2 which follows from Eq. (25) for ξ = 0 was found in Ref. [5] in a somewhat
different context. This conesponds to the case that the two edge channels are not mixed at the tumiel
bairier. The Bell-CHSH inequality £max < 2 is then violated foi arbitrarily strong dephasing. This is not

3
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Figure 2 Relation between the maximal violation £max of Ihe Bell-CIISH inequality ancl the concuiicnce C calculated
from Eqs (18) and (25) for mixing parameters ζ = 0 (tiiangles, no mixing) and ξ = J (squaies, complete mixing)
The dephasing parameter η decreases fiom l (upper right corner, no dephasing) to 0 (lower left, complete dephasmg)
with steps of 0 05 The dolted line is the relation between £max and C for a pme state, which is also the largest
possible value of £max for given C
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true in the more general case ξ ^ 0, when £max drops below 2 at a fmite value of η.
In Fig 2 we compare £max and C for ξ = 0 (no mixing) and ξ = f (complete mixing). Foi ξ = 0 the

same lelation £max = 2\/l + C2 between £max and C holds äs for pure states (dotted cuive). Violation of the
Bell inequality is then equivalent to entanglement. For ξ ^ 0 there exist entangled states (C > 0) without
violation of the Bell inequality (£mdx < 2). Violation of the Bell inequality is then a sufficient but not a
necessary condition for entanglement. We dehne two characteristic dephasing parameters ηε and ηc by the
smallest values such that

£max > 2 for η > ηε, C > 0 foi η > ηο· (26)

The number ηε is the dephasing paiameter below which Bell's inequality cannot be violated; The dephasing
Parameter ηc gives the border between entanglement and no entanglement. From Eqs. (18) and (25) we
obtain

r]c =
/5 - cos4£ - 2v

/2v/3-cos4£

cos ηε =
-l + cos4ξ + V2 - 2cos4£

cos

(27)

The two dephasing parameters are plotted in Fig. 3. The inequality ηε > ηο reflects the fact that £lnax is
an entanglement witness.

77
0 5

JL
4

Figure 3 The Bell-CHSH inequality is violated for dephasing parameters η > ηε, while entanglement is preserved
for 77 > ηο. The shaded region mdicates dephasing and mixmg parameters for which there is entanglement without
violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality.

In conclusion, we have shown that the extent to which dephasing prevents the Bell inequality fiom
detccting entanglement depends on the mixing of the degrees of freedom at the tunnel barrier. No mixing
(ξ = 0) means that the maximally entangled electron-hole pair produced by the tunnel bairiei is in one of
the two Bell states

(28)

(In oui case the Landau level indcx ? = l, 2 replaccs the spin index T; i·) Then theie is fimte entanglement
and hnite violation of the Bell inequality foi aibitianly stiong dephasing [5], and moieover there is the sanic
one-to-one relation between degiee of entanglement and violation of the Bell inequality äs foi puie states.
All this no longer holds foi non-zero mixing (ξ φ 0), when the maximally entangled electron-hole pair is in
a supeiposition of \φα) and \ψα')· Then the entanglement disappeais for a finite dephasing strength and the
Bell inequality is no longer capable of unambiguously detecting entanglement.
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